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ABSTRACT
Boundary-free shear flow is studied using linear stability theory. The flow is
analyzed assuming variable viscosity due to binary diffusion across the shear layer.
This leads to the basis and main difficulty of this study, which is a direct coupling of the
momentum and species equations used in both the base state calculations as well as the
stability analysis.
Linear stability analysis is used to examine the effect of a variable concentration
profile on the stability of the flow. It is found that for the flow to be stable for all wave
numbers the Reynolds number has to be zero. This is in agreement with constant-
viscosity shear flow stability theory. The effect of increasing the dependence of the
flow stability on the variable concentration proftle (increasing the Schmidt number) is
found to be destabilizing.
1
CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and Previous Work
The problem of predicting stability of free shear flows is of great importance.
These types of flows are found in studying natural conditions such as in the atmosphere
and the ocean, as well as in engineering situations, such as industrial applications and in
aerodynamics. It is vital to understand the mechanisms that control the stability
characteristics of free shear flows. This understanding allows for the design of
processes that may either passively depend on flow stability or may actively govern the
development of the flow.
Boundary-free flows, such as mixing layers, wakes, and jets, are highly unstable
when compared to bounded flows. This is attributed to the fact that these flows have
an inflection point in the velocity profile, which is associated with inviscid instability.
This results in these flows having minute critical Reynolds numbers, the highest
Reynolds number for which the flow is stable for all wave numbers of a disturbance,
and a larger range of wave numbers for which these flows are unstable when compared
to flows that do not have a velocity profile inflection. More specifically, the free shear
layer has a critical Reynolds number of zero, or rather, the flow is not stable for all
wave numbers for any finite value of Re. This is contrary to the stability behavior of
bounded flows, which are completely stable in the inviscid case. For the viscous case it
is shown that viscosity has a stabilizing effect.
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Due to the apparent stabilizing effect of viscosity on free shear flows, the
effects of variable viscosity are worth examining. This investigation, which is the goal
of this work, will be discussed in more detail at the end of this chapter.
The initial studies of linear instability of mixing layers in incompressible,
parallel, inviscid flows were performed by Helmholtz and Kelvin (Azaiez, 1993). The
instability mode they discovered, which is referred to as Kelvin-Helmholtz instability,
involves a growing wavy disturbance across the surface located where the initial
velocity profile is discontinuous. Rayleigh (Azaiez, 1993) developed his point-of-
inflection theorem from the study of incompressible, parallel, inviscid flows with
continuous velocity profiles. This theorem proved that a necessary (but not sufficient)
condition for instability is that the initial (basic) velocity profile has an inflection point,
for inviscid flows. Fj0rtoft' s (panton, 1984) theorem improved on Rayleigh's
statement by being more selective. It shows that not all profiles with an inflection point
have the necessary condition for instability. It was shown by Tollmien (Azaiez, 1993)
that an inflection point is not only necessary but also a sufficient condition for
instability, as well.
The study of instability of viscous flows was aided by the equation developed
by Orr and Sommerfeld (panton, 1984) and named the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. In
the past it was very difficult to solve. For the Blasius profile of a boundary layer flow it
was over twenty years until the first successful solutions by Tollmien and Schlicting
(panton, 1984) were developed for the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. It should also be
. noted that these original solutions were only approXimations.
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Squire (panton, 1984) showed that for incompressible viscous flows, a two-
dimensional disturbance is more unstable than a three-dimensional disturbance. This
led the way for future researchers to use a less complex two-dimensional disturbance
when seeking the stability boundary for a certain flow type. The first stability
investigation ofa realistic free boundary-layer type of flow was done by Lesson (1950).
However, his power-series-expansion method of solving the stability equations allowed
for only studying flows with large Reynolds numbers, therefore he did not report a
Reynolds number for which the flow was completely stable. Esch (1957) reported that
a boundary free flow has a critical Reynolds number of zero; however, he studied a
piece-wise linear flow. Tatsumi and Gotoh (1959) studied the stability problem of
boundary free flows with a general form of the velocity profile. They discovered that
the critical Reynolds numbers for these flows was identically zero.
For small wave-numbers of the disturbance, Drazin and Howard (1962)
calculated the instability characteristics of the hyperbolic-tangent profile. Michalke
(1964 and 1965) obtained the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the inviscid Rayleigh
equation for this same profile. Betchovand Szewczyk (1963) examined the stability of
a Newtonian viscous flow with the hyperbolic-tangent profile by solving the Orr-
Sommerfeld equation. They found that the flow was not stable for all wave numbers
for any value ofReynolds number, which implied that the critical Reynolds number was
zero. Perhaps, due to the conclusion that there is not a finite Reynolds number for
boundary-free shear flows, or that the parallel flow assumption is not completely
satisfactory when investigating flows with low Reynolds numbers, there is not much
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further investigation into the linear stability of boundary-free flows. Rather, more
recent studies investigate the transition to turbulence of these flows which assume large
Reynolds numbers or mechanisms that involve non-linear stability. Such as the work
done by Azaiez and Homsy (1993), where they investigated the linear stability of
viscoelastic fluids. Also, Metcalfe et al. (1987) examined the effects of the interaction
between linear and non-linear flow states on stability in the transition to turbulence
regIme.
1.2 Goals ofthe Present Work
The question remains whether the effect of viscosity variation in the flow would
stabilize it enough so that it would have a finite critical Reynolds number, or if it will
still remain that the critical Re is zero. Even less explored is a boundary-free shear flow
with a concentration gradient present. This would result in the combination of the
transport of species with the original momentum transport phenomenon. In addition,
the viscosity of the fluid would be a function of the level of concentration. This would
lead to direct coupling of these two occurrences.
Due to the lack of studies done, to the authors' knowledge, in boundary free
shear flows with a concentration gradient, we investigate the linear stability of these
flows. We assume that viscosity varies with concentration. Both the momentum
(velocity) layer and concentration (mixing) layer equations will be considered in the
analysis. Due to the relation of viscosity to concentration both equations are strongly
coupled and the effect ofboth layers on the stability of the flow will be examined. It is
the intention of this work to determine the importance of including the concentration
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layer in addition to the velocity profile in predicting the onset of instability in boundary-
free shear flows.
In Chapter 2, we develop the governing equations for the basic state. Using
boundary layer assumptions we present a simi~y solution for the steady flow field.
Next, we derive the equations used in the linear stability analysis, using the parallel flow
assumption.
In Chapter 3, the numerical techniques used to solve the basic state equations
and the eigenvalue problem for the stability equations are described in detail.
In Chapter 4, we first determine the validity of the computer code used to
perform the stability analysis. Next we examine the results of the basic state profiles,
and the effects of varying the various momentum and diffusion parameters on these
respective profiles. Finally, we investigate the stability of the basic flow field for
various parameters.
In Chapter 5, explanations for the major results are presented, as well as
possible suggestions for the effects of viscosity variations and the diffusion layer on the
stability ofboundary-free shear flows.
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CHAPTER 2
FORMULATION
2.1 Governing Equations
In deriving the governing equations for the momentum transport and diffusion in
the shear~own in figure 1, we begin with the two-dimensional continuity,
momentum and species equations, assuming constant density, and a Newtonian fluid
(2.1a)
(2.1b)
(2.1c)
(2.1d)
(2.1e)
(2. If)
Here, subscript 1 corresponds to y > 0, and 2 to y < O. Also, ii represents the
two-dimensional velocity vector, Ii is pressure, ~ is absolute viscosity, i is the rate-of-.
strain tensor, p is density, D is the binary mass diffusion coefficient for the two fluids, and
c is the concentration.
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The boundary conditions far from the mixing layer of the two fluids, as y -7 +00
and y -7 -00, are
Y-7 +00
Y -7-00
where Up U2 , Cl , and C2 are the flow velocities and concentrations for the two initially
separated fluid layers. Here, ul ' u2 ' cl and c2 represent the local dimensional flow
velocities and concentrations.
2.2 Boundary Layer Analysis
It is assumed that the boundary layer thickness of both the momentum layer as well
as the diffusion layer is relatively small. Therefore, the following inequalities are applied:
u»v
dU dU dV dV Velocity boundary layer
-»---
dy· dX ' dy' dX
de de
- » - Concentration boundary layer.
dy dX
These assumptions imply that the velocity component in the x-direction is much
greater than in the y-direction, and gradients normal to the x-direction are much larger
than those parallel to it. Also, species diffusion rates are assumed to be much larger in the
y-direction relative to the diffusion rates in the direction of the mean flow. This yields the
following steady dimensional equations (Incropera & DeWitt, 1990):
(2.2a)
. (2.2b)
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(2.2c)
(2.2d)
(2.2e)
(2.2f)
The simplified equations are then non-dimensionalized by scaling length, velocity,
viscosity, and concentration with (H, Ul'v 0' C1) respectively. Here H =8 is the
characteristic length,8 is the shear layer thickness, and v 0 denotes the reference kinematic
viscosity. This yields the following dimensionless governing equations,
(2.3a)
(2.3b)
(2.3c)
(2.3d)
(2.3e)
(2.3f)
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The dimensionless parameter Re represents the global Reynolds number (UlJ Iv J,
and Sc represents the Schmidt number (v 0 I D).
2.3 Basic State Similarity Solution
To solve the system of governing equations we use the similarity solution
developed by Blasius. For simplicity, the subscripts denoting either region one or two are
omitted for development of the similarity variable. First, we define the velocity
components in terms of a stream function \V(x,y) by using equations 2.3a and 2.3d
u == d'Ifay and
_ d'If
v=--
ax
(2.4)
The continuity equations (2.3a and 2.3d) are now satisfied and no longer needed. We now
define a similarity parameter l1(x,y) such that 11 =y I 8. It is assumed that 8 is a function
ofv 0' U1, and x such that
where x is a dimensional variable and g represents an arbitrary function. Now, 11 is
defmed by
(2.5)
Recalling that H is defmed by 8, and non-dimensionalizing the equation for 11 yields the
following expression,
10
fRe
r\': y~-;. (2.6)
The stream function can now be written in terms of 11. Recalling that u =~ we can
write an integral equation for \jI ,
y
\jI =fu dy.
-y
Note that the velocity component u is some function of 11, where u =F(11).
Also, we have the following relations,
dy =~ ;edr1,
Introducing a function f(11) such that,
11
f(11) =fF(11) dr1 ,
-11
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
\jI can be written as \jI =f(11)~ x ,and the velocity terms are written in terms 11 using the
Re
chain rule,
af
u=-011'
v= ~(11f'-f).2 Rex
(2.10)
(2.11)
Substituting these terms into the momentum and species equations (2.3b, 2.3c, 2.3e, and
2.3f) we get the following nonlinear, differential equations for It, h' C1, and C2 ,
11
02C2 + Sc f OC2 =°
011 2 2 2 d11
In terms of 11 the boundary conditions are written as:
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
11 -7-00
(2.16)
(2.17)
At the location where the initial mixing occurs y = 0. Since the motion is steady at
the interface the stream function is equal to zero. This leads to the following additional
boundary conditions,
11 =0, (2.18)
The velocity should be continuous at this location. Therefore, the condition must
exist such that for
11 = 0, (2.19)
which ensures that u and v will both be continuous.
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Also, the tangential stress should be continuous. For the boundary layer, using the
previous assumptions in Chapter 2, the tangential stress can be approximated as~(au / ay).
This leads to the following condition,
(2.20)
Likewise, the concentration, as well as the rate of change in the concentration
profile, at this location should be continuous. Therefore, the following conditions exist:
at 11 = 0,
at 11=0,
(2.21)
(2.22)
2.4 Linear Disturbance Equations
To analyze the stability of the shear flow, we fIrst begin with the dimensional
governing equations for an incompressible Newtonian fluid,
aUk - aUk - aUk _ 1aj\ a (2v- aUk) a(- [aUk avk])
-+u -+v -----+- -- +- V -+-at kax kay p ax ax kax ay k ay ax '
aVk - aVk - aVk _ 1apk a (2- avk ) a(- [aUk avk ])
---;::-+u -+v -----+- V - +- V -+-at kax kay p ay ay kax ax k ay ax '
aCk - aCk - aCk_ a (DaCk) a (DaCk]
--;::-+u -+v --- -- +- --.at kax k ay ax ax ay ay
(2.23a)
(2.23b)
(2.23c)
(2.23d)
Where k = 1, 2 with no summation over k. These equations are then normalized by
scaling length, velocity, viscosity, concentration, pressure and time with
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both regions 1 and 2. This yields the following dimensionless equations:
aUk +Uk aUk +vkaUk =_ dPk +.2-~(Vk dUk)+_l_~(Vk[dUk +dVk]],dt ax dy dX Re dX ax Re ay dy dX
(2.24a)
(2.24b)
(2.24c)
(2.24d)
Using the continuity equation (2.24a) we can re-write the momentum equations in the
following form,
(2.25a)
(2.25b)
To determine the conditions under which a disturbance grows, we assume a quasi-
one dimensional flow situation, where the disturbances will be analyzed at a fIxed x
location. Due to the fact that the base state velocity in the x direction (u) and the
concentration (c) are dependent on the function 1, which is a function of the similarity
variable 11, and x is flXed, the base state for these variables depends only on y for the
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disturbance equations in this case. For simplification, we assume a parallel flow, or in
other words, that the base state velocity in the y direction, v, is zero. We also assume
two-dimensional disturbances that vary with time for the x and y velocity components as
well as the concentration. This gives the following representations for the velocities,
concentration and viscosity:
(2.26a)
(2.26b)
(2.26c)
(2.26d)
Substitution of the above into the momentum and species equations, subtracting
the base flow, and linearizing disturbance terms yields the following disturbance equations.
(2.27a)
(2.27b)
(2.27c)
(2.27d)
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Using the disturbance continuity equation (2.24a) we can introduce a disturbance
stream function, \jf, such that
. d\jf k
Uk =--,ay
. a\jf k
v =---
k ax '
where
• ( ) ih ( ) (iax+~I)\jf k x,y,t ='f'k y e .
(2.28a)
(2.28b)
(2.29)
In equation (2.29) (J., is a real positive quantity and A= 2 rt/(J., is the wavelength of
the disturbance. The quantity ~ is a complex parameter such that
where ~ i is the circular frequency of the oscillation, and ~ r determines the degree of the
amplification or damping. The disturbances are damped if ~ r < 0, yet if ~ r > 0, the flow
destabilizes with time. The amplitude function, <j> , of the fluctuation is assumed to depend
only on y. From the equation for \jf' we obtain the disturbance components of the
velocity:
(2.30a)
(2.30b)
The primes denote derivatives with respect to y. Likewise, the pressure and concentration
disturbances have similar forms with the amplitudes of disturbance being denoted by K k'
and Pk respectively,
. (2.30c)
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. ( ) Po ( ) (iro:+~r)Pk X, y, t = k Y e . (2.30d)
Substituting equations 2.30a-d into equations 2.27b-d and eliminating pressure we
obtain the following disturbance differential equations:
(2.31a)
(2.31b)
2.5 Viscosity Dependence
In both the base state and stability equations, the relation of viscosity with
concentration is represented by
(2.32)
where a is a positive number. This relation is derived from Swindells et al. (1959), where
it is stated that v sp I c versus c has a positive linear slope, and v sp =v Iv 0 -1. Assuming
constant density and non-dimensionalizing we obtain the relation for viscosity in Eq.
(2.32).
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CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL SOLUTION
3.1 Base State Equation
To discretize the problem in a general form, we truncate each sub-domain as,
11-7 -00,
and at 11 =0,
11 =0,
11 =b,
11 =a.
(3.1a)
(3.1b)
(3.1c)
The effect of truncation of the domain will be examined in Chapter 4.
Since we use Chebyshev polynomials we scale the similarity parameter by
Z, =11lt11, +n, and Z2 =~11 2 +n2 for the region that lies between a and b, and a and c
respectively, so that each region lies between -1 and +1. The coefficients of the
transformation are:
2
~=­b-a
2a
n, =-1---
b-a
2
~=­
c-a
2a
n2 =-1---
c-a
This leads to the following equations governing the basic flow,
'" 1 "(!I, ,)f: +_f: ·_+v· =0
J' JI 2S I '~VI C
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(3.2a)
(3.2b)
(3.2c)
(3.2d)
(3.3a)
." 1 ,,( 12 . )12 +--/2 -+V 2 =0,tnzV 2 2Sc
" 12 .
C2 +-C2 =0.2tnz
where, primes now denote differentiation with respect to ZI and Z2 .
conditions for this system of equations are:
(3.3b)
(3.3c)
(3.3d)
The boundary
ft (-1) = 0, (3.4a)
12(-1) = 0, (3.4b)
ft' (1) = 1, (3.4c)
I~ (1) = U·, (3.4d)
m, . . (3.4e)
-ft (-1) = 12(-1),
tnz
(~JK(-I) = h'(-I), (3.4f)
c1(1) = 1, (3.4g)
c2(1) = C·, (3.4h)
c1(-I)=c2 (-I), (3.4i)
c1(-1) = c2(-I), (3.4j)
(~), , (3.4k)tnz c1(-1) = c2 (-1).
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The resulting system is reduced to a set of nonlinear algebraic equations using a
spectral Galerkin Chebyshev approach developed by Zebib (1987). The details are given
in Appendix A. Standard Newton iteration is used to reduce these equations to a set of
linear equations,
Ax+b=O
which is solved using the IMSL sub-routine DSLRG.
3.2 Eigenvalue Problem
Our objective is to fmd conditions for which infmitesimally small disturbance grow
for a [mite number of critical wavenumbers, and decay for all other wavenumbers. This is
the condition for which the flow is unstable, where the real part of ~ is greater than zero as
discussed in the previous chapter.
In Chapter 2, we formulated an eigenvalue problem for two systems of ordinary
differential equations on two semi-infmite intervals, coupled by boundary conditions at the
interface of these intervals. For convenience we solve the problem on a finite
computational domain (c, b). The far field boundary conditions at y=±oo, due to the .
assumption all disturbances in the velocity field as well as in the concentration profile
approach zero, are as follows,
at y = b: u' = v' = c' = 0: <p 1 = 0, <p ~ = 0, K 1 =°
at y = c: u' = v' = c' = 0: <p 2 =0, <p; = 0, K 2 =°.
(3.l0a)
(3.l0b)
Also, at the interface of these two layers the amplitudes of the disturbances are
assumed to be continuous:
20
th th th' th ' th " th " th III th IIIat Y= a: '1'1 = 'I' 2' '1'1 = 'I' 2' '1'1 = 'I' 2' '1'1 = 'I' 2' K I = K 2' (3.10c)
For all analysis in this study we have used symmetric intervals so that b = -c, where
this interval will be referred to as (-L, L). Since we use Chebyshev polynomials in this
solution, as in the base solution, we scale the coordinates by ZI =m,.YI + nl and
Z2 =~Y2 +n2 , where mr, m2J nr, and n2J are given in equation (3.2). This results in the
boundary conditions being altered as follows:
at ZI =1 (Z(c) = 1): <1>1 =0, <1>~ =0, K I =0 (3.11a)
(3.11b)
3
th "'= th ",!n2
'1'1 '1'2 3
m,. (3.11c)
As previously done in the base solution, we use a spectral Galerkin technique to
solve the resulting system of equations. This is then reduced to a matrix eigenvalue
problem
As+~ Bs=O,
where ~ is the temporal eigenvalue and s is the eigenvector. The square matrices A and B
depend on the wave number as well as the dimensionless parameters, Re and Sc. The
details of the procedure are given in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Calculations of the stability of incompressible, boundary-free viscous shear flow
of similarity form with binary diffusion through the shear layer are described for various
values of Schmidt number and the coefficient for viscosity a. Calculations are reported
for the basic state, followed by calculations for the stability characteristics of the flow.
4.1 Base State
The effects of a diffusion layer and viscosity variation on the basic state boundary-
free shear layer flow were explored by calculations for Schmidt number in the range of
0.1 < Sc < 10.0, and the coefficient of viscosity, a, of 0.1 < a < 10.0. The basic state
velocity and concentration profIles are presented for the domain size L of 20. The base
state profIles do not vary as L is increased as long as it is large enough to allow the limits
of the profIles to approach the specified boundary conditions. Therefore, the value of L is
not considered when examining the behavior of the base state solution. Later, L will have
notable significance when we discuss the stability characteristics of the flow.
Basic state concentration profiles are shown in figures 2 and 3 for the values of
Schmidt number of Sc =0.1, 1.0, and 10.0; and for the values of a, a =0.1, 1.0, and 10.0.
Note that there is little variation of the concentration profIle with varying a for a fixed
value of Sc, as shown in figure 3. We also note that the concentration profLle becomes
22
accordingly steeper, approaching a sharp interface, where the value of concentration goes
from Cj to C2 immediately, as Sc approaches infmity.
The base state velocity profile u =U(11) , computed for various values of Sc, and a,
is shown in figure 4. The velocity profiles change little with Schmidt number for low
values of a, while the velocity profile varies significantly for larger values of a. As Sc is
increased to 10.0, however, the effects of a almost vanish, and the u, velocity profIles are
very similar for all values of a. This may indicate as Sc is increased a limiting condition
may be approached. The effects of these parameters on the stability of the flow will be
explored later. It should be noted that these profiles are computed for U' = 0.5, and C
=0.5. These parameters will be used throughout, unless otherwise stated.
The effect of varying C', and u* , on the basic state velocity and concentration
profiles are illustrated in figures 5 and 6 for Sc =1 and a =1. We note that the u velocity
profIle changes more gradually and approaches the free stream velocity more slowly for
C· > 1, in the region 11 < O. For C· < 1 the velocity proftle changes more abruptly than
for the case where there is no concentration gradient (C' = 1.0), as shown in figure 5.
This can be explained by the fact that the diffusion, in the case of C· > 1, slows the
momentum change in the region 11 < 0, due to the relation of viscosity with concentration.
While, when the direction of the diffusion is reversed (C' < 1) the momentum change is
increased in the 11 < 0 region due to the lower level of concentration. We also note that
the concentration profile changes more gradually for 11 < 0 as U' is increased. This is due
to the fact that the increased flow velocity in the 11 < 0 region restricting the rate of
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diffusion. These results clearly show that the coupling between the base state momentum
and diffusion equations is properly occurring. The effect of these trends on the stability
of the flow will be discussed later.
4.2 Stability Calculations
The stability code was fIrst tested by stability calculations of laminar jet flow of
the form u=Usech 2(y / H), where H is the half width of the jet and U is the centerline
velocity. We frrst compute the neutral stability curves Re =Re(a) for a fIxed value of
domain size L, and then determine the critical value of Reynolds number, Reef at each
domain size L that corresponds to the minimum in the neutral stability curve Re = Re(a).
For Re > Recr(a cr ) the flow is unstable to disturbances in some range of the wavenumber
a, while for Re < Recr(a cr ) the flow is stable for all values of a.
The critical Reynolds number Recr and the wave number a cr corresponding to the
critical Reynolds number are shown in fIgure 7 as a function of the domain size L. The
critical Reynolds number decreases monotonically as L increases and asymptotically
approaches Recr = 4. Similarly, the critical wave number asymptotes to .170 as L
increases. These results of Re = 4 and a = .17 are in good agreement with thecr cr
stability results of Tatsumi and Kakutani, 1958. This verifIes that the numerical code
employed to solve the disturbance equations predicts stability results which are consistent
with previous stability reports for laminar jet flow.
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The accuracy of spectral-Galerkin-Chebyshev approximation for the eigenvalue
problem was tested by checking the spectral convergence of the eigenvalues with the
smallest real part. The real part of the least stable eigenvalue is plotted in figures 8, 9 and
10 as functions of the number of polynomials in the expansions shown in Appendix B for
various values of a, L, Re and for Sc = 1, rI = 0.5, and c: = 0.5. For increasing
computational domain size L, and Re = 1.0, figure 8 shows the real part of the least
stable eigenvalue, Re(~·) plotted versus N. As shown in figure 8 for Re = 1.0, and a =
0.1, the Re(~·) converges for all values of the computational domain size, L, for N of
about 15. For a =0.001, the least stable eigenvalue converges to one part in for all L
for N of about 20. For Re = 10.0, and 100.0 as shown in figure 9, and 10, respectively
similar spectral convergence are observed, but it should be noted that the Re(~·)
converges for slightly greater values of N. From these results it is concluded that a value
of N =30 is sufficient for use in the stability calculations, and is used to compute neutral
stability curves and diagrams presented below.
Regarding dependence of the growth rate, Re(~*), on the SIze of the
computational domain, L, we again refer to figures 8, 9 and 10. In figure 8 for both a =
0.1 and 0.001 it is shown that the spectrally converged values of Re(~·) do not increase
and show any sign of convergence as L is increased. For Re = 10.0 and 100.0 the Re(W)
converges for increasing computational domain size for a =0.1, but does not converge
for increasing L for a =0.001, as is shown in figures 9 and 10. From these observations
it can be concluded as the value of the wavenumber, a, and the Reynolds number, Re, are
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decreased the value of L necessary for convergence of the spectrally converged
eigenvalues increases. The implications of this behavior will be shown later to be of
major importance when examining the stability of the flow.
The structure of the eigenfunctions corresponding to the disturbance stream
function, $, and to the disturbance concentration profile, K, are shown in figures 11, 12,
and 13, for Re =10.0, Sc =1.0, ex =0.1, a =1.0, C· =0.5, U· =0.5. For computational
domain size, L =50 the disturbance stream function is plotted for Chebyshev polynomials
N = 20, 30, 35, and 40, as shown in figure 11. Both the real, Re($), and imaginary,
Im($), parts of the disturbance stream function converge as N is increased. It should be
noted for N =20 the sign of the eigenfunction is opposite compared to that of the other
curves for different values of N. Both $ and K are plotted for N = 35 and for different
values of the computational domain size, L =30, 40, and 50, as shown in figures 12 and
13. For the eigenfunction $, it is shown in figure 12 that as the computational domain is
increased there is no evidence of convergence for the disturbance stream functions,
although the shape is consistent. Similar results are observed for the disturbance
concentration eigenfunction, K, in figure 13. It should be noted that for both the real and
imaginary parts of $ and K the sign of the eigenfunctions is opposite for L =30; however,
the shape is consistent. It can be concluded that for the par:.uneters listed above, the
eigenfunctions converge for increasing N, yet do not when changing the size of
computational domain. As with the behavior of the eigenvalues, this will be shown to be
of importance when investigating the results gathered for the stability of the flow.
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The growth rate, the real part of the least stable eigenvalue, ReCP*), as a function
of wavenumber, a, is shown in figure 14 with increasing Reynolds number. Note that the
value of ReCP) increases at all values of a, as Re is increased, for L =40. Therefore, the
flow becomes less stable with increasing Re, as is expected. Figure 15 shows similar
plots of ReCP) vs a, for L = 100. It is apparent that the critical Reynolds number is
noticeably less for L = 100 than for L = 40. This indicates that the size of the
computational domain strongly affects the value of Recr.
From the above fmdings, we are persuaded to investigate if there is a minimum
value of L for which the eigenvalue solutions from the stability equations will converge,
similar to what was done in the investigation of the jet flow in section 4.1. To do so, we
compute neutral curves for various values of L. These curves are used to determine the
stable and unstable regions for the plot of Re vs. a. At a fixed Re, the values of
wavenumber on the neutral curve are found for which the value of ReCP) is equal to zero.
In the case of the flows examined in this work, two values of a, for ReCP) = 0, are found
for each Re above the critical Reynolds number. These points are plotted for a number of
different Re, and formed into curves. The curve of the lower values of a are known as
the lower branch, and likewise, the larger a curve is the upper branch. The location
where these curves meet determines the minimum point for the entire neutral curve, and
yields Recr• Likewise, the corresponding value of a at this minimum is referred to as aero
We first choose the case with constant viscosity Ca =0) and create neutral curves CRe vs.
a) for different values of L. For L = 50, figure 16 illustrates the plot of the neutral curve.
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Here, the stable and unstable regions are labeled, as well as Rem am the lower and upper
branches.
In figure 17 it is shown as the value of L increases, the neutral curve becomes
larger at the lower limit, or rather the values of a for Re(~) = 0 are smaller for
corresponding Re. The limit of a for stability at a given Reynolds number varies inversely
with L. This trend indicates that there is not a non-zero Reynolds number where the flow
will be stable for all values of a, and that the flow must be unstable for all Re. This trend
of Recr and the corresponding wave number aCT approaching zero with the value of L
--700 is shown in Figure 18. It will be shown later that similar behavior will be observed
for the variable viscosity case as well.
Although, it appears that the stability calculation here does not predict a non-zero
critical Reynolds number exists, neutral curves are plotted to view the effects of viscosity
and concentration parameters on stability of the flow. The neutral curves for a of 0.1,
and 1.0 are plotted for Sc values of 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0, with L equal to 40 in Figure 19.
For a = 0.1 there is almost no change in the neutral curves when comparing Sc values of
0.1 and 1.0, as these curves are almost identical. As the Schmidt number is increased to
10.0, it is apparent that the flow becomes less stable; as Recr decreases to about 1.6. It
should be noted, however, that the upper limit, which the neutral curve converges to as L
grows, changes very little with Sc, as might be expected for a relatively small value of a.
It is observed that for larger values of a the effects of Sc are more pronounced. From a =
0.1, to 1.0 for Sc = 0.1, Recr actually decreases, while at Sc = 1.0, Recr remains nearly the
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same. For Sc =10.0 , Reer decreases considerably for larger values of a, and the upper
limit does show an increase in the unstable region.
The neutral curves are plotted for a = 1.0, Sc = 1.0, U· = 0.5, c: = 0.5, and L =
40, 50, and 100 in figure 20, to illustrate the effect of increasing domain size. For the
lower branch, the curve approaches a =a for all Re as L is increased. For the upper
portion the curve converges to relatively the same solution for all values of L. This is
similar to the behavior for the constant viscosity case. From this behavior it is apparent
that for variable viscosity as a function of c, Recr is zero, as was the case for constant
viscosity.
The effect of ratios of far-field velocities and concentrations at each end, U· =0.5
and c: = 0.5, on the stability of boundary free shear flows is examined next. The behavior
of the upper neutral curves are observed for U· = 0, and C· =0.5 in figure 21. Here, the
curves are compared to those using the original condition, if =0.5 and C· =0.5, for a =
1.0, and Sc =0.1, 1.0, and 10.0. There is not a drastic difference in the shape of the
neutral curve from that of the U· =0.5 case. The behavior is similar for all values of Sc
examined. It is evident form this that the u velocity profIle shape does not have a major
impact on the stability characteristics of the shear flow we are examining. This is
concordant with the fact that for flows with inflection points in the velocity profile, as the
one we are examining, the neutral stability curve is found to be somewhat insensitive to
the shape of the main velocity profile, u.
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Next, the neutral curves with the initial condition C' =2.0 are compared to those
of C' = 0.5, to examine the change in the stability behavior when altering the
concentration profile. It is observed in figure 22 that for Sc =0.1 and 1.0 the flow is
more stabilized for c: = 2.0 when compare to the curve for C' = 0.5. This is due to the
curves for C* = 2.0 are made up of lower values of a for corresponding Re, when
compared to the curves for the C* =0.5. However, when Sc is increased to 10.0 the
neutral curve reveals that the flow appears less stable for C* = 2.0 when compared to c:
=0.5. These findings may indicate that for values of Sc of unity or less the diffusion of
particles in the direction of the lower velocity limit actually creates a more stable flow
than when the particles diffuse toward the larger limit of free stream velocity. For the
case where diffusion has a greater impact on stability than momentum (Sc > 1); however,
this change in diffusion direction magnifies infmitesimal disturbances.
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CHAPTERS
DISCUSSION
The results presented in Chapter 4 illustrate the base state as well as the stability
behavior of this flow field with varying parameters. The major results of the stability
analysis lead us to consider an explanation for these findings.
The major finding is that the Reer was equal to zero, for the flow studied. This
agrees with the previous [mdings for a boundary-free shear flow without transport of
species due to a concentration gradient. This trend is consistent with the fact that the flow
appears to be destabilized with increasing effects of a concentration gradient, or more
explicitly increasing Sc. Therefore, it would not be expected that the effects of
concentration would give way to the flow having a non-zero critical Reynolds number.
From a physical point of view, these results can be explained by the fact that the transport
of species through the shear layer may serve as an additional disturbance causing
mechanism, where diffusion must excite rather than dampen infmitesimal disturbances.
However, it should be noted that for Sc < 1, there is a destabilizing effect as the level of
viscosity influence grows, or rather as a is increased. This would indicate that for cases
where the velocity profile influences stability, Sc < 1, viscosity effects tend to stabilize the
flow. Yet, where the instability is more strongly influenced by the concentration layer, the
effect of viscosity is to cause the flow to be more unstable. This is consistent with the fact
that viscosity is known to have a dual nature, where its effects are known to be diffusive
as well as dissipative.
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Another noteworthy observation concerns the trend of stability with changes in
the velocity profile. Although, only one comparison is made with the effect of the
freestream velocity ratio, U*, on the neutral-stability curve, the observed trend is in
agreement with previous results. For velocity profiles with inflection points, the shape of
the stability curve is known to be insensitive to the changes in shape of the velocity profile.
In addition, the slight variation that was observed may be attributed to the minor change in
the concentration profile that occurs with a change in U*.
The effect of varying the concentration ratio, C*, on the stability, is observed as
well. For Sc ~ 1 it was shown that the flow is stabilized when increasing C* from 0.5 to
2.0. However, for Sc = 10 the flow becomes destabilized for this same change in C*.
This may be attributed to the fact that for Sc ~ 1 the velocity profile is driving the stability
and the change in u with the change in C* is responsible for the observed stability trend.
Yet, when Sc is increased further the concentration profJle now more strongly governs
stability of the flow. This would indicate as the direction of the transport of the species is
changed from going into the slower moving fluid, u* =0.5, C* =0.5, to going into the
faster moving fluid, u* = 0.5, C* = 2.0, the flow becomes less stable.
It is apparent that the [mdings discussed above may have been better understood if
the flow field studied had a [mite Recr• The change in the stability of the flow could have
been analyzed by not only examining the change in shape of the stability curves, but by
also observing the changes in Recr as different parameters were examined. A suggestion
for further study is to examine the stability behavior of the viscosity variation with
concentration in a jet flow. The jet fluid would have a different concentration level than
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the stationary medium. This was attempted; however, it was not possible to solve for the
base concentration profIle in the jet. With the known boundary conditions, the
concentration equations derived in conjunction with the similarity solution for the jet flow
did not adequately predict the diffusion within the jet.
Another aspect of the problem that may have to be explored is to not assume
parallel flow in the stability analysis. Due to the fact that we are concerned with flows of
low Re for boundary-free flows, the assumption that v(y) is much less than u(y) may be
invalid. Although, the inclusion of the y-direction velocity in the stability analysis may
considerably complicate the problem, it may prove necessary in accurately predicting the
stability characteristics of the flow. Therefore the results and conclusions of this report
should be observed with this in mind.
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Figure 19. Neutral stability curves Re = Re(a) computed for u* = 0.5, C* = 0.5 and various values of Schmidt number, Sc = 0.1, 1.0,
and 10.0. Results shown for a) a =0.1 and b) a =1.0.
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Figure 20. Neutral stability curves Re =Re(a) computed for U* =0.5, C* =0.5 and various values of computational domain size, L =
40, 50 and 100.
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Figure 21. Upper branch of neutral stability curves Re = Re(a) for U' = 0.0, and 0.5, a = 1.0, L =40, and C* = 0.5. Computed for a)
Sc = 0.1, b) Sc = 1.0, and c) Sc =10.0.
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Figure 22. Upper branch of neutral stability curves Re =Re(a) for C* =0.5, and 2.0, a =1.0, L =40, and U* =0.5. Computed for a)
Sc =0.1, b) Sc =1.0, and c) Sc =W.O.
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Appendix A
Using the Galerkin approach we approximate the highest derivatives of the
function f, and the molar concentration by truncated sums of Chebyshev polynomials of
the form
-
N
J;'" (ZI) =La;T;(ZI)
i=O
N
A" (Z2) =LbiT;(Z2)
;=0
N
cI"(ZI) =LciT;(zl)
i=O
N
C2"(Z2) =I,diT;(Z2)
i=O
(Ala)
(Alb)
(Alc)
(AId)
where N is the number of Chebyshev polynomials. The lower order terms are found by
integrating the above equations, which yields the following.
(A2a)
(A2b)
(A2c)
(A2d)
(A2e)
(A2f)
N N+2
CI (ZI) = r r Cig)~)1j (ZI) + CIZI + C2
i=O j=O
N N+2
C2 (Z2) = r r djg)~)1j (Z2) +Dlz2 +D2
j=O j=O
(A2g)
(A2h)
(Ali)
(Alj)
The functions g(cr)ji, (0' = 0,1,2) are obtained by applying the following properties of
Chebyshev polynomials.
2T (z) =~ d J:+I (z) _ An- 2 d J:-I (z)
n n+l dz n-l dz
and
(A3a)
(A3b)
where an =An =°if n < 0, a o =2, Ao =1, and an =An =1 if n > 0, which are given by
using the boundary conditions. The functions and derivatives of it, h, CI' and c2 are
N
!till =r ajI;
i=O
1/ N N+I N N+I
it = Lrai~(;/;1j +rrbi~(;/j1j +Takl
i=O j=O i=O j=O
, N N+2 N N+2
!t = r r ai~(2;1j +r r bi~(i]i1j + I;kl + Tak2
i=O j=O i=O j=O
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(A4a)
(A4b)
(A4c)
N N+3 N N+3
it = I Lail1(~Ji1j +L LbJI1(~l1j +z~~ +Y;k2 +Yak3
i=O j=O i=O j=O
" N
CI =L,c;I;i=O
, N N+I N N+I
CI = L L CJ21~J)j +L L d;l1(~J)j +Tok4
i=O j=O i=O j=O
N N+2 N N+2
CI = r r Cil1(~~1j +r I dil1(~~1j + Y;k4 + Yaks
;=0 j=O ;=0 j=O
N
I{" =IbiI;
i=O
" N N+I N N+I
12 = LLbJl~~ji1j +ILaJ~:]i1j +Yak6i=O j=O i=O j=O
, N N+2 N N+2
12 = r Ib/l~~;;1j +r Ia/li~;1j +Y;k6+Yak7i=O j=O i=O j=O
N N+3 N N+3
12 =L,rbi~~]i1j +ILa/l~~Ji1j +Z~k6 +Y;k7 +"Yak9
i=O j=O i=O j=O
N
C2"(Z2) = L diT;(Z2)
i~O
, N N+I N N+I
C2 = I L d;~~i1j +I L cih~~j;1j +Yak9
i=O j=O i=O j=O
N N+2 N N+2
C2 = r Ldi~~Ji1j +LL>;~~JJj +Y;k9 + Ta'soi=O j=O i=O j=O
(A4d)
(A4e)
(A4f)
(A4g)
(A4h)
(A4i)
(A4j)
(A4k)
(A4l)
(A4m)
(A4n)
where the constants AI' Az, A3, BI , B2 , B3 , CI , C2 , DI , and D2 ; and the functions g(cr) ji, (cr =
0,1,2) are combined into the functions h(cr)ji (cr = 0, 1,2). It should be noted that due to
the boundary conditions at the interface(z= ~1) there exists cross tenus in the lower order
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derivatives due to interdependence of the integration constants. The constants k1 through
klO represent the nonhomogeneous parts of the integration constants. The Chebyshev
expansions are then substituted into the base state governing equations. The inner
products are formed with
N+3
Lh~J1j,
j=O
N+2
Lh~}1j,
j=O
N+2
and '" hkd(o!.TL.J ~l J
j=O
(AS)
The above procedure reduces the solutions of ordinary differential equations to a
set of nonlinear algebraic equations. Standard Newton-Raphson iteration is used to
reduce these equations to the set of linear equations,
Ax+b=O
which is solved using an IMSL sub-routine.
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Appendix B
Using the Galerkin approach we approximate the highest derivatives of the
amplitude functions ~, and 1(, by truncated sums of Chebyshev polynomials of the form
N
~1'''' = I a; I;
;=0
N
K 1 =LciI;
i=O
N
~2"" =Ib/I;
i=O
N
K 2" =Id;I;
i=O
(Bla)
(BIb)
(Blc)
(BId)
where N is the number of Chebyshev polynomials. The lower order terms are found by
integrating the above equations, which yields the following.
N N+l
th'''- "" ~ (3)T A
'+'1 - L.JL.Jaigji j + 1
i=O j=O
N N+2
~~'= ILa;g;;)~+Al~1 +~
i=O j=O
N N+2
K 1 = L Lc;g~~)7j + Cl~1 +C2
i=O j=O
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(B2a)
(B2b)
(B2c)
(B2d)
(B2e)
(B2f)
N N+I
$~'= I.I.big~i)Tj+BI
i=O j=O
N N+2
$~=I. I.big~~)1j+BlJ2 + B2
i=O j=O
N N+2
K 2 = I.I.dig~~)1j+DI~2 +D2
i=O j=O
(B2g)
(B2h)
(B2i)
(B2j)
(B2k)
(B2l)
The functions g(cr)ji, (cr = 0, 1,2,3) are obtained by applying the following properties of
Chebyshev polynomials.
2T (z) =~ d I:+I (z) _ /"'n-2 d I:-I (z)
n n+1 dz n-1 dz
and
(B3a)
(B3b)
where an =/"'n =0 ifn < 0, a o =2, /"'0 =1, and an =A n =1 ifn > 0, which are given by
determined by using the boundary conditions. The functions and derivatives of $1' $2' K I'
and K 2 are
N
$1'''' = I.aiI:
i=O
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(B4a)
N N+l N N+l
<\> ~"= L L ai~(~])j + L L bi~(~]i1] (B4b)
i=O j=O i=O j=O
N N+2 N N+2
<\> ~'= L L ai~(;J1] + L L bi~(;J1] (B4c)
i=O j=O i=O j=O
N N+3 N N+3
<\> ~ =L L aihf~];1j + L L bi~(i]i1] (B4d)
i=O j=O i=O j=O
N N+4 N N+4
<\>1 =L Lai~(~]i1] + L Lbi~(~J1] (B4e)
i=O j=O ;=0 j=O
"
N
K 1 =LCT (B4f)I I
i=O
I N N+l N N+l
K 1 =LLC.~(I!.T + LLd.~(~~.T (B4g)I CJl } I YI}
i=O j=O i=O j=O
N N+2 N N+2
K 1= L LC.~(O.~T. + L Ld.~(~).T. (B4h)I CJI } I YI}
i=O j=O i=O j=O
N
<\>'~' =LbT (B4i)I I
;=0
N N+l N N+l
<\>;'= LLbJli~}i1] + LLa/Li~]i1j (B4j)i=O j=O i=O j=O
N N+2 N N+2
<\>; =L L bJ1~~];1] + L L a/Li:]i1] (B4k)
;=0 j=O i=O j=O
N N+3 N N+3
<\>; = L Lb/Li~i1j + L La/Li~i1j (B41)i=O j=O i=O j=O
N N+4 N N+4
<\>2 =L Lbihi~]i1j + L Laihi~Ji1] (B4m)
i=O j=O i=O j=O
N
~"'-.~ K 2" = Id;T; (B4n)
;=0
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N N+2 N N+2
K 2 = " " d·l-.(dO!.r. +" " C.l-.(O~.r.
.L.J.LJ ,'''2}' J .LJ~ ,'''2C], J
;=0 j=O ;=0 j=O
(B4o)
(B4p)
0, 1,2,3) are combined into the functions h(~)j; (P = 0, 1,2, 3). Again, it should be noted
that due to the boundary conditions at the interface (z =-1) there exists cross terms in the
lower order derivatives due to interdependence of the integration constants. The
Chebyshev expansions are then substituted into the disturbance equations (2.31). The
inner products are formed with
N+4
Lh~]i1j,
j=O
N+4 N+2 N+2
" hkh(O?.r., "hkc(o.~T., and "h/cd(O? T.~ l' J ~ }' J ~}' J
j=O j=O j=O
(B5)
The above procedure reduces the solutions of ordinary differential equations to the
set of nonlinear algebraic equations. Standard Newton-Raphson iteration is used to
reduce these equations to the set of linear equations,
As+PBs=O
which is solved using an IMSL sub-routine.
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